
Unlocking Success: Real World English for
Academic Situations Inside and Outside the
Classroom

English is undoubtedly a universal language, and its proficiency has become an
essential skill for success in today’s interconnected world. This is particularly true
for academic settings, where students are often required to engage in
discussions, write essays, and make presentations in English. In this rapidly
changing landscape, it is essential that English language training extends beyond
the classroom, preparing learners with the necessary skills for real-world
academic situations.

Why Real World English Matters
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While traditional English language courses are effective in providing a solid
foundation, they often overlook the practical usage of English in real-life
scenarios. Outside the classroom, students encounter diverse situations, from
conducting research and participating in conferences to collaborating with peers
on group projects. These activities demand a different set of language skills and
strategies that may not be adequately addressed in traditional classroom
instruction.
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Real-world English equips students with the ability to confidently communicate
and express themselves in academic contexts. By encountering authentic
materials and engaging in relevant tasks, students can develop essential skills
such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and effective communication – all of
which are paramount in academic success.

Enhancing Classroom Instruction
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To bridge the gap between classroom instruction and real-world English
proficiency, educators should incorporate a variety of activities and strategies that
simulate academic settings. Here are some approaches that can help:

1. Role-Playing

Role-playing activities provide students with opportunities to practice real-life
academic scenarios, such as debates, presentations, and interviews. By
assuming different roles and engaging in conversations, students can enhance
their English language proficiency while experiencing the challenges they are
likely to encounter outside the classroom. This hands-on approach not only
hones language skills but also boosts confidence in students.

2. Project-Based Learning

Project-based learning allows students to work collaboratively on complex
assignments that mirror real-world situations. By undertaking research, analyzing
data, and presenting their findings, students develop vital skills such as
teamwork, critical thinking, and effective communication. Implementing projects
not only enhances English language proficiency but also fosters a deeper
understanding of the subject matter and its application in practical contexts.

3. Authentic Materials

Utilizing authentic materials, such as academic articles, research papers, and
TED talks, exposes students to the language and terminology they will encounter
in real-life academic situations. By studying these materials, students develop the
ability to comprehend complex texts, extract relevant information, and engage
critically with the content. This exposure encourages learners to apply their
language skills beyond the classroom and prepares them to tackle academic
challenges with confidence.



The Importance of Exposure Outside the Classroom

While classroom instruction plays a vital role, exposure to English outside the
formal learning environment is equally crucial for students’ language
development. Here are some strategies that can broaden their exposure to real-
world English:

1. Immersion Programs

Immersion programs provide students with the opportunity to immerse
themselves in an English-speaking environment, exposing them to authentic
language use and cultural nuances. Such programs can be conducted through
study abroad experiences, exchange programs, or even virtual language
exchange platforms. Immersion enhances learners’ ability to adapt to different
communication styles and boosts their confidence in using English in diverse
real-life situations.

2. Online Resources

With the advent of the internet, a wealth of online resources is readily available to
language learners. Students can access podcasts, webinars, blogs, and
discussion forums dedicated to academic topics. These resources expose
students to a wide range of authentic English language use and provide them
with opportunities to practice their language skills independently. Incorporating
online resources into the language learning journey encourages students to
explore beyond the boundaries of the classroom.

3. Language Exchanges

Engaging in language exchanges with native speakers or proficient English
speakers from different cultural backgrounds offers a unique opportunity to
practice real-world English. Language exchanges can be face-to-face or online,



and they enable learners to engage in conversations, discuss academic topics,
and receive valuable feedback on their language use. This interaction provides
learners with real-time exposure to different accents, colloquial language, and
cultural perspectives, ultimately enhancing their overall language proficiency.

The Power of Real World English

Real World English prepares students for academic success by equipping them
with the language skills, strategies, and real-life experiences necessary to thrive
in academic settings. By integrating real-world English into classroom instruction
and encouraging exposure outside the formal learning environment, educators
can foster confident and competent communicators who can navigate the
complexities of real-life academic situations.

As English continues to hold its prominence as the language of academia and
global communication, it is incumbent upon educators to go beyond the traditional
classroom approach and provide students with the tools they need to excel in
real-world English situations.
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Welcome to this book designed to help you improve your academic
English vocabulary with helpful idioms, phrases, and expressions.
Real World English for Academic Situations Inside & Outside the Classroom is
designed for English learners at a low or high-intermediate level (IELTS levels 5-
7).

My goal is to help you expand your academic English vocabulary and to be able
to speak and write more fluently. Improve your confidence when studying at an
English-speaking college or talking to colleagues from other countries.

Pick up a copy of the book today if you want to...

Have hundreds of words and expressions for academic English at your
fingertips.

See how they are used in real life.

Improve your academic English.

Speak English fluently and confidently.

Have some fun while learning English vocabulary.

Improve your TOEFL, TOEIC, or IELTS score.

Understand more of what's happening around you at college.
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Gain some confidence with speaking in class or to your professors.

Let's face it, academic English can be difficult to master, even for the best
students. In this book, you'll find hundreds of academic English idioms,
expressions and phrases that are used at colleges, universities, and conferences
around the world.

The best way to learn new vocabulary is in context. That's why each idiom and
expression is introduced through a dialogue. Then, you'll find a simple
explanation for each one and have a chance to put into practice what you've
learned. Answers are included so that you can easily check your progress.

Jackie Bolen has fifteen years of experience teaching ESL/EFL to students in
South Korea and Canada. With her help, you'll improve your English vocabulary
skills in no time at all!

Get your copy of Real World English for Academic Situations Inside
& Outside the Classroom!
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